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Abstract The increasing heterogeneity of the underly-

ing hardware forces modern database system engineers

to implement multiple variants of a single database op-

erator (e.g., join, selection). With increasing hetero-

geneity, these variants become too complex to main-

tain and tune for different devices. To overcome these

disadvantages, developers use an alternative, primitive-

based operator design. This design paradigm splits the

database operators into granular functions or primitives

and executes a given operator by combing the neces-

sary primitives. Hence, we require only a limited set of

these primitives as we reuse them for multiple database

operations. Thus, tuning a single primitive improves ef-

ficiency of all the database operations using it.

In this survey, we provide an overview of a primitive-

based database engine. First, we list different primitives
from literature and place them in a hierarchy from the

finest granular level to a complete database operator.

Second, for each of primitive we list its possible tun-

ing opportunities. Finally, we discuss the significance of

primitive-based execution on the query engine. Overall,

this survey aims to serve as a general reference for im-

plementing a primitive-based query engine and possible

strategies to tune it for specific processors.

Keywords Primitives · RDBMS operation ·Operation

variant · Granular functions

1 Introduction

Modern database machines overcome their bandwidth

and scaling limitations using a variety of heterogeneous

(co-)processors [8,15,16]. Hence, current database man-

agement systems (DBMSs) make use of heterogeneous

compute units for processing (e.g. CoGaDB [6], Ocelot

Otto-von-Guericke Universität, Magdeburg, Germany

[16], GPUQP [14], DoppioDB [35] ). These systems

mostly port the necessary database operations to the

underlying devices creating multiple variants for a sin-

gle operation. Implementing the variants is time con-

suming and complex. To overcome these disadvantages,

a primitive-based execution model is used. This model

divides the database operators into granular functions,

which are called primitives, where multiple operators

share common primitives.

The name primitive is used in a broad sense and

hence, a primitive in literature can range from describ-

ing a database operator to the finest granular function

(e.g., a parallel loop with a single instruction).

In this work, we aim to shed some light on the

current state of the art in the area of primitive-based

database engines. We explore the design space of a

primitive-based execution model and provide a compre-

hensive survey on various primitives available for imple-

menting an operator. Furthermore, we provide a set of

primitives necessary for implementing a given database

operator and present different tuning opportunities for

these primitives to the underlying hardware. Finally,

our proposed classification of primitives spans multi-

ple levels of granularity, which requires changes in the

query execution engine. We discuss different implemen-

tation strategies than can be used for primitive-based

evaluation by the query engine and its components.

Our main contributions in this work are:

– A hierarchical model of the primitives based on their

composition level (Section 2).

– A comprehensive set of DBMS primitives general-

ized from several papers and systems (Section 3).

– A list of tuning opportunities available for these

primitives (Section 3).

– Finally, the implications of using primitives on a

query engine (Section 6).
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2 Primitives

Modern CPU architectures provide multiple code op-

timization opportunities to fine tune a given database

operation. Based on efficiency criteria (e.g., cache uti-

lization, response time), different variants are available

for a single operation. In addition to these criteria, the

code optimization strategies also vary according to the

used processor. Thus, we have a plethora of different

variants available for evaluating a single operation. Im-

plementation of all these variants is time-consuming

and not manageable. As an alternative, these opera-

tions are evaluated by combining database primitives.

A database primitive is a basic building block that

can be re-arranged to execute a part of a given DBMS

operation. Primitives aim to minimize the implementa-

tion time and also improve the re-usability of code. Fur-

thermore, they usually are easily parallelizable. Exploit-

ing this level of parallelism improves the throughput of

overall computation. Based on the level of granularity,

multiple primitives have been proposed for DBMS op-

erations [14,23,5]. On a conceptual level, the DBMS

operations itself serve as primitives that are combined

to form the user-defined query. We detail this hierarchy

in Figure 1.

Operator

Algorithm

Composed Primitives

Atomic Primitives

Fig. 1: Hierarchy of Primitives

As shown in the figure, primitives are present on

multiple levels. At the lowest granular level, primitives

are just stand-alone functions with multiple variants

for efficient execution. These atomic primitives are com-

bined with operation-specific components forming coarse-

granular or composed primitives, which provide addi-

tional functionality by adding a tailor-made component

to the atomic primitives. Finally, the desired algorithm

for executing an operation is built using these primi-

tives. In the next sections, we provide an overview of

the different primitives available and discuss how they

are used to form a DBMS operator.

3 Atomic Primitives

Atomic primitives are fine-granular functions that can

be combined to form a larger operation. These primi-

tives are data parallel in nature and can be tuned for

efficiency based on the underlying processor. Further-

more, an atomic primitive consists of a single loop with

a body that cannot be split further (i.e., it contains a

single operation executed on a vector of data). In this

section, we present the atomic primitives map, scan, re-

duce and scatter & gather, as well as the code optimiza-

tion strategies available for each of them. An overview

of their properties can be found in Table 1.

3.1 Map

The map primitive applies a function f (e.g., a user-

defined function (UDF)) to all values in the given input

vector. This is a non-blocking primitive as the function

applies f to each input independent of other.

3.1.1 Naive Implementation

In a basic implementation, a map is simply a loop ap-

plying f to all input values. This is depicted in Algo-

rithm 1.

foreach Value in Vector do
Result Vector[Index] = f(Value)
Index++

end
return Result Vector

Algorithm 1: Map Algorithm

Depending on the definition of the function f , a map

either takes two columns, or one column plus an ad-

ditional constant as input. Frequently used functions

include:

– Arithmetic operations: Arithmetic operations

perform an arithmetic function (e.g., addition, mul-

tiplication) over vector pairs or a vector-constant

value pair.

– Logical operation: Logical operations combine

vectors on a logical/bitwise operation on the vector

values.

– Comparison: A comparison tests whether an in-

put value in the vector passes a given condition. It

returns boolean vectors of true or false as a result,

which can also be bit-packed into larger words.

– Bit-shift: A bit-shift takes two inputs – value and

shift count – and shifts bits inside the given value

by the shift count value.
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Table 1: Properties of atomic primitives

Primitive Input Size Working Space Output Size Access pattern Multi-step

MAP N - N Sequential N
REDUCE N ≤ N 1 Random Y
SCAN N W + N N Random Y
SHUFFLE N - N Random N

N - Vector Size; W - Work group size;

– Zip: A zip pairs values from two vectors into a

single vector.

– Project: A project forwards the required set of

values from the given vector to the next function in

the process.

3.1.2 Code Optimization on Map

Since a map is implemented in a loop, loop-based code

optimization can be applied. Loop unrolling is used to

reduce pipeline stalls. Stalls are reduced by unrolling

a tight loop to the desired depth. This depth is de-

cided based on the underlying hardware [17]. Another

optimization commonly used is loop fission or fusion.

Depending on the execution environment, a single map

function can be divided into multiple smaller loops or

multiple maps can be combined into single loop [22].

3.2 Scan

A scan is proposed as a fundamental primitive for vec-

tor processing by Guy Blelloch [4]. In contrast to the

notion in DBMSs, where a scan is used to access ta-

bles, the scan primitive in this context produces for each

value of a vector an aggregate of all predecessors of that

value. This primitive is useful in determining the index

for storing values in a parallel processing environment.

The scan is also useful in searching regular expressions,

solving recurrences etc. [3]. Other than these, the scan

primitive is also used in sorting a vector by splitting

input into arbitrary segments.

3.2.1 Naive Implementation

A scan primitive takes a single vector as input and per-

forms over all the values between initial and current

index the given binary operation ⊕ (c.f. Equation 1).

Some binary functions commonly applied are sum, min,

max and multiply.

scan([v0, v1, ..., vn]) 7→ [v0, v0 ⊕ v1, v0 ⊕ v1 ⊕ v2, ...] (1)

The parallel implementation presented by Blelloch

has the input and output data found in the leaf nodes

of a balanced binary tree and computes results in two

phases. The phases are up-sweep and down-sweep.

Up-sweep
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10 18

2810

6 10

6

0

Down-sweep

6 10 20

0 10

010

6 10

0

0

Fig. 2: Example of prefix-sum phases

Up-sweep: During up-sweep, the binary operation

is carried out on the child node, and the resultant values

are stored in their corresponding parent nodes. Along

with the result, the value of the left node is also stored

in the parent.

Down-sweep: In down-sweep phase, the binary

operation is applied to the left node stored in memory

and the corresponding parent node value and the result

is stored in the right child. The value of the parent node

is stored in the left child of the current node. Note, the

initial value for the root node is given as zero for further

propagation.

In Figure 2, we show an example of the prefix-sum

calculation using the two phases. The result from the

root to the leaf is carried down and the binary operation

is performed again. The result is stored in the right child

thereby computing the result or output vector.

This algorithm has complexity of O(n log(n)). The

final results are present in the leaf nodes.

3.2.2 Segmented Scan

As mentioned previously, the simple scan operation is

extended to perform a segmented scan. These segments

are marked using flags. The common functions used

with segmented scan are arithmetic and comparison.

These two variants of scan are used as the primitive

function for many composed operations such as enu-

merate, distribute, etc. Their implementations are de-

tailed by Blelloch et al. [4]. The prefix-scan composed

database operations are discussed in Section 4.

3.2.3 Code Optimization on Scan

Since prefix sum is a multi-fold operation (where the

result is calculated in multiple stages), data parallelism
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and task parallelism provides additional benefits by re-

ducing latency. In CPU implementations, this is re-

alized using threading and pipelining of instructions.

Whereas, a GPU with its massively parallel processing

capabilities is used as an ideal candidate for comput-

ing prefix-scan results. One of the common implemen-

tation of prefix scan in GPU is given by Horn et al. [18].

Whereas, Senguptha et al., provide a GPU implemen-

tation of segmented scan [34].

3.3 Reduce / Aggregate

Reduce computes the aggregate of values in a given

vector. A reduce evaluates multiple input values and re-

turns a single output. Hence, the result is not forwarded

until all the corresponding input values are evaluated.

This operation is a pipeline-breaker as the result is not

forwarded until all the corresponding values are pro-

cessed [21].

3.3.1 Naive Implementation

The implementation of a reduce is similar to that of a

map. However, unlike the map, the intermediate result

from a single value is reused by the given function f

for computing the next result. Algorithm 2 depicts the

execution of a reduce.

for Value in Input vector do
Result = f(Value, Result)

end
return result

Algorithm 2: Reduce

Apart from using a UDF, all aggregate operations

carried out by SQL are implemented using reduce (e.g.,

min, max, sum).

3.3.2 Code Optimization on Reduce

Similar to other primitives, parallel execution of a re-

duce improves its throughput. Horn et al., provide a

two-phase algorithm for computing reduce [18]. Since

the final result depends on the intermediate results of

applying the function f , a parallel reduce needs at least

two passes to compute the final result. In the first pass,

a local aggregate is calculated within each of the thread

group with an intermediate output size equal to the

available work-group size. In the second pass, the in-

termediate results are aggregated to compute the final

result. Since reduce is similar to map, all the optimiza-

tion criteria of the map can be applied to reduce such

as SIMD acceleration (data parallelism) and instruc-

tion pipelining for faster processing. Rosenfeld et al.

have given an extensive analysis report on the impact

of these optimizations for reduce computation [30].

3.4 Scatter & Gather

Scatter and gather are data movement primitives that

performs a indexed read/write on given data. These

primitives are used to rearrange the given dataset. These

two different primitives are discussed below.

– Scatter: Writes data into a vector from the input

on the index given.

– Gather: Read data from the input vector at the

given index.

These are the atomic primitives required to compose

the coarse granular primitives or a complete DBMS op-

eration. In the next section, we detail the composed

primitives developed by combing atomic primitives.

4 Composed Primitives

The next layer of DBMS primitives from Figure 1 are

composed primitives. Although composed primitives can

be implemented by pipelining atomic primitives, they

can also be implemented from scratch by fusing the

code of atomic primitives.

4.1 Filter

Filter is used for selecting vales from a given input vec-
tor that satisfy a certain condition. This primitive is

used for selection and returns a subset of the given in-

put vector.

4.1.1 Composing Filter

A primitive-based filter implementation is given by He

et al. [15]. The pipeline is depicted in Figure 3.

Map Prefix Sum ScatterInput Output

Filter value

Fig. 3: Composing Filter

Since the result size is not known in advance, mem-

ory space may not be allocated for it or else have mul-

tiple empty spaces unused. Hence, the filter pipeline
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requires a map to determine the results followed by a

prefix scan to allocate the required space and finally

scatter to store the results.

4.1.2 Code Optimization of Filter

A filter can also be implemented from scratch using

code optimization strategies for efficient execution. There

are three major improvements available for a selection [10]

– Branched logical: The execution breaks as soon

as a condition fails. It has the disadvantage of costly

multiple branches (if the data distribution is highly

selectivity).

– Branched bitwise: It evaluates all the conditions

in a bit-wise manner and a final branching state-

ment will check the result.

– Predicated: The predicated version converts con-

trol dependencies into data dependencies thereby

omitting branches.

Along with different implementations, the conjunc-

tion order of selections also provides additional through-

put. Ross et al. provide a comprehensive analysis of fil-

tering using conjunctive selections [31], while Broneske

et al. [8] and Zeuch et al. [40] show the impact of hard-

ware sensitivity on selections. A GPU implementation

of select conditions is given by Sitaridi et al. [36]. Fi-

nally, selection over compressed vectors provides addi-

tional advantages and many works also investigate the

impact of the compression in filtering [37,38,26]. Se-

lections over compressed columns require an additional

step of generating the column values from the interme-

diate result. This additional step is called materializa-

tion, which we detail in the next section.

4.2 Materialize

Materialize is mainly used in synthesizing column val-

ues from encoded results. Abadi et al. have done an ex-

tensive analysis in materialization [1]. Materialization

is commonly used in heterogeneous computing environ-

ments, since the data transfer is the bottleneck. The

selected results are encoded into bitmap or position list

values and transferred, thereby reducing the transfer

bottleneck. A materialize is then used to retrieve the

column values from the generated intermediate results.

4.2.1 Composing Materialize

Materialize is executed using a map and a gather prim-

itive based on the encoded data.

Bitmap: For filter-materialize pipelines with a bitmap,

a map compares the input and generates a series of 1s

or 0s as a result (either bit-packed or byte-packed). In

this case, materialize uses a method similar to filtering,

where a prefix-scan is used to identify the location and

a map to store the results (refer Figure 3).

Position list based: In case of performing materi-

alize with a position list, a map function compares the

input vectors followed by a gather primitive to collect

the values. The composing primitives are constrained

only on the order of execution and there can be other

primitives executed between their execution. We detail

the execution of filter-materialize with position list in

Figure 4.

Map Gather Output

Filter value

Input
Position List Position List

Other Primitives

Fig. 4: Composing Materialize

4.2.2 Code Optimization of Materialize

Since, materialize is a special functionality of map and

gather, their optimizations can be applied to it. Abadi

et al. provide a cost model for placement of the gather

primitive early or late in the pipeline [1], calling it early

materialization and late materialization, respectively.

4.3 Hash Build

Hash build takes a value and based on the underly-

ing hash function and technique stores the value in its

respective bucket. A hash table is built using a map

along with a tailor-made hash put component for the

underlying hashing technique. Note: we represent these

tailor-made components using double circles.

4.3.1 Composing Hash Build

To implement a hash build, a map is used with a hash

function (e.g., multiplicative hashing [20]) to provide

the index of a bucket to store the value in. Since the un-

derlying techniques are prone to collision, the hashing

technique defines a collision-resolution mechanism as

hash put. The primitive composition of the hash build

is shown in Figure 5

There are many hashing techniques available and

based on the technique, a different collision resolution

mechanism is used. An extensive analysis on the hash

functions and the available hashing techniques is given

by Richter et al. [29].
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Map Hash PutInput Hash Table

Fig. 5: Composing Hash Build

4.3.2 Code Optimization of Hash Build

Hashing from scratch combines hash build with a probe

phase. The code optimization on the hash build is ap-

plied on the hash probe as well. Hardware sensitive op-

timization such as SIMD optimized cuckoo hashing is

given by Ross et al. [32]. Polychroniou et al. have given

an abstract overview of using SIMD on hashing tech-

niques [24].

4.4 Hash Probe

Hash probing is used to retrieve values from a given

hash table. This along with hash build is used to eval-

uate join and aggregation queries. Probing performs a

search of a value from a computed index in the hash ta-

ble. Since hashing has collisions, the given search value

may have to filtered from possible candidates.

4.5 Composing Hash Probe

Probing is highly dependent on the hashing technique

used to insert a value into the hash table. Hence, the

hash put component is modified to provide the possible

indexes to probe. We name this as hash get. Values in
the indexes given by hash get are fetched using a gather

and finally, a map is used to compare the value at the

determined indexes. The flow of hash probe is given in

Figure 6.

Gatherhash get MapInput values Boolean
Output vector

Fig. 6: Composing Hash Probe

4.6 Split

A split or partition divides the given array of values

into multiple arrays. Split gets in an input vector along

with a flag vector and based on the flag, the given input

is split into multiple chunks.

4.6.1 Composing Split

He et al. have devised a way to compile split using their

data parallel primitives [15]. Based on their interpreta-

tion, split is compiled using map, prefix-sum, gather

and scatter primitives. Their interpretation is lock-free

and uses a histogram to compute the required space.

This is given in Figure 7.

Map Scatter Prefix sum Gather ScatterInput, flag Vector chunks

Fig. 7: Composing Split

Split is one of the complex operations and requires

five steps. At first, a map is used to prepare the his-

togram of values per bucket in each thread. Then these

histogram values are scattered into an array and a pre-

fix sum is performed. The results from the prefix sum

are scattered back to the threads marking the write lo-

cations for the threads. Finally, the values are scattered

based on the indexes.

4.6.2 Code Optimization of Split

The impact of code optimizations in radix partitioning

is extensively researched in various work. Polychroniou

et al. give a complete overview of different partitioning

variants based on cache efficiency and provide details

on the impact of hardware to these algorithms [25].

Schuhknecht et al. provide a guided approach for op-

timizing partitioning [33].

4.7 Sort

Finally, similar to split a sort is also implemented using

the atomic primitives. Specifically, He et al,. have pre-

sented a way to perform quick sort using atomic prim-

itives [15].

4.7.1 Composing Sort

To perform a quick sort, He et al. divide the given input

by arbitrarily chosen pivots until a partition fits local

memory. Here, the split primitive is used to divide the

vector into chunks. Sorting a local memory chunk is

done using bitonic sort networks.

4.7.2 Code Optimization of Sort

Similar to split, the sort can also be implemented from

scratch with code optimization strategies. As sorting
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Split Bitonic sortUnsorted
input

Sorted
output

Fig. 8: Composing Sort

requires high availability of data in memory, cache-

efficiency improves the processing speed. To this end,

Govindaraju et al. provide an implementation of a cache-

efficient sorting algorithm for GPUs [12]. To further im-

prove the availability of data, Albutiu et al. proposed a

NUMA aware algorithm for sorting [2].

A DBMS operation is executed by combining the

above atomic and composed primitives. Other than code

optimization strategies mentioned for each of the primi-

tives, considering certain external factors also improves

the performance of the primitives. We discuss some of

these factors in the next section.

5 Other Impact Factors

The most common influencing factors are the chosen

access pattern, parallelism, as well as data structures.

5.1 Access Pattern

In a heterogeneous system, a device-specific access pat-

tern (e.g., sequential or coalesced memory access) is

used for additional efficiency. Rosenfeld et al. analyzed

the impact of the access patterns on various devices and

show that the right access pattern improves efficiency

on the underlying hardware [30].

5.2 Parallelism Mode

One major advantage of splitting DBMS operations

into granular primitive is to enable concurrent execu-

tion. Based on the parallelism type – data or instruction

parallelism – two different functionalities are required.

For instruction parallel execution, the result of concur-

rent primitives must be materialized before being used

in the next primitive. This is processed using a cus-

tom materialize function based on the used primitives.

In the data parallel approach, the given data is divided

into multiple chunks and each of the chunks is executed

in parallel. As a final step, these locally processed re-

sults are combined by performing the same operation

over the final results. We call this secondary combine

as defer. Similar to the materialize primitive, defer is

also based on the underlying function. Thus, based on

the parallelism method an additional hidden function is

used. This also influences evaluating a complete query.

5.3 Data Structure

Though sequential access provides additional advan-

tages of prefetching and data locality, different data

structures are used for efficient processing of selective

operations [28]. Powerful indexes such as CSB-tree [27],

FAST [19], k-ary search trees [41], or ELF [9] can be

used for efficient selection.

6 Primitive-Based Execution in a Query Engine

Since the DBMS operations are divided into primitives,

the query engine is also modified to execute them ef-

ficiently. The first step is to split the given relational

operation into granular primitives. Since multiple lev-

els of primitives are available, a DBMS operation is ei-

ther a set of atomic primitives or a combination of the

predefined composed primitives and the atomic primi-

tives. We depict the necessary primitives for composing

a complete operation in Figure 9.

For example, grouped-aggregation operation can be

executed using two techniques: sort-based or hash-based.

To perform a hash-based grouped-aggregation, first the

given input is grouped using hash build followed by a

reduce primitive to perform the aggregation. Similarly,

based on the selected operation, a different sequence of

primitives can be selected for execution.

These primitives are executed either as stand-alone

functions or as a pipeline of primitives. Once a query

plan with different granularities of primitives is deter-

mined, fusing the primitives together improves the per-

formance. There are common patterns available in fus-

ing these primitives available and we discuss them in

the subsequent section.

6.1 Pipeline Patterns

The flow of execution among the primitives is one of

the factors affecting overall processing efficiency. The

traditional iterator model suffers from the overhead of

multiple function calls [13]. One of the alternative mod-

els is the compiled-query execution model where the

given query is compiled from granular functions [21].

This model reduces the working size as the processing

data resides in the device register rather than in mem-

ory. Using this execution model, multiple primitives are

combined into a single coarse-granular function. There

are various pipeline patterns proposed for compiling the

primitives [11,39,28]. They include project, product, se-

lect, set operation, and join. In Figure 10, we map the

different pipeline patterns possible. Notably, although
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Filter Hash BuildSort

Selection

Projection

Map

Aggregate

Reduce

Sort-Based

Hash-Based

Grouped
Aggregation

Sort-Based

Hash-Based
Join

Hash Probe

Fig. 9: Composing DBMS operators from primitives

some of the pipelines in the figure can be composed to-

gether into single pipeline, we kept them separate for

better illustration of the pipelines.

Table 1 Table 2

3
2

1

4

Table 4

5

Table 3

Fig. 10: Pipeline patterns

6.1.1 Project

The project pattern is the simplest pattern. As shown

in Figure 10(1), it is used for pipelines that only project

an input on a set of attributes. Since there is no blocking

operation, all primitive functions can be combined in a

single tight loop.

6.1.2 Product

In this model, the result is the product of the num-

ber of entries in the input relations. This is single-pass

pipeline as not extra step for computing the result size

is required (c.f. Figure 10(2)).

6.1.3 Select

The selection pipeline consists of two passes. The passes

are similar to the filter passes with the first pass com-

puting the local results and their histograms. Then,

prefix-sum is computed over the histogram to deter-

mine the total size and index positions. In the second

pass, the data are stored in their respective indexes.

The selection pipeline is depicted in Figure 10(3).

6.1.4 Set Operation

This pipeline is specifically designed for set operations.

We show the this pipeline in Figure 10(4). It is com-

prised of three major stages. First, the data is parti-

tioned into smaller chunks. Second, these chunks are

processed with the given set operation. Finally, the lo-

cal resultant values are merged providing the complete

result. Additionally for efficient processing, Wu et al.

argue the use of combining set operations into a sin-

gle operation for additional throughput. They call this

fusing of operations as kernel fusion stage [39].

6.1.5 Join

As the name suggests, this involves a join operation

in the pipeline (c.f. Figure 10(5)). Join pipelines are

evaluated using a custom join operations [11].

6.2 Pipeline Operators

Apart from using the pipeline skeletons to assemble

an operator chain, Breß et al. list a set of operators

used for developing a compiled execution pipeline [7].

These additional operators can be combined with the

required pipelines discussed above. Further, Rauhe et

al. have given a two-phase model based on thread-level

execution [28]. In this model, the first phase is called

compute phase, splits the input horizontally into logical
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partitions. After compute phase, the threads are syn-

chronized the so-called accumulate phase by merging

them to produce final results.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

A DBMS using primitives to implement operations has

multiple advantages. Granular functions are combined

to form a complete operation and tuning one of the

available primitives for a device provides efficiency in

multiple operators. We show in this work different lev-

els of granularity available among these primitives and

discuss hardware-based tuning for the finest-granular

level of primitives. Finally, we discuss the impact of

these primitives in the design of a query engine.

We have shown three levels of primitives available

for compiling a DBMS operation. The atomic-level prim-

itives are present at the lowest granular level. These

are stand-alone functions that are coupled into all the

primitives in upper layers. The atomic-level primitives

also have multiple implementation variants based on

the underlying hardware used. In the next layer, an

abstract level of primitives is presented known as com-

posed primitives. Composed primitives are coarse-grained

and need other components for executing a given DBMS

operation. Finally, the implementation of a database

operator itself is present in the top level.

Also, we list possible ways of compiling primitives

into pipelines for efficient processing. We provide a brief

overview of the different pipeline patterns available for

executing the primitives and the operators needed for

implementing the pipeline. Finally, we provide a dis-

cussion on the general factors affecting the execution of

primitives.

Thus, our main contributions in this work are

– DBMS operation primitives in different granulari-

ties,

– variants of the available primitives,

– composing these primitives into complete operation,

– factors affecting the efficiency of query evaluation.

The current primitive list is comprehensive yet not

complete. There are different data structure defined

primitives available to be explored. Also, we restricted

this survey to relational DBMSs leading to the need

to explore primitives (especially composed primitives)

for graph query engines. Furthermore, how to assemble

primitives to suit graph query operators is open for fu-

ture work.
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